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Facebook messenger auto reply personal account 2019

Can I create and send canned or automated responses directly from facebook private messages? If you say no, you won't be able to reply and send canned or automated responses directly from your Personal Message on Facebook by default. However, if the ticket requester has an email address associated with the requester profile, you can send a canned auto-response email.
** Update 2020 ** - This is an old article from 2016 and Facebook has changed. You'll find new guidelines: the digital world where we all seem to be more available some consumers expect a 24-hour service, it's important to remember that we can't all do it all the time on social media. Perhaps we are in meetings, handling customers or actually taking a break. So if someone sends
a private message to your Facebook business page, how can you let them know that they are available at the moment, but that their message is important to you and will get back to them as soon as you can? The answer is to set up an instant response on Facebook Messenger! Here's a message that the page automatically sends as the first response to a new message: For
example, thank you for using an instant reply message to let customers know you're coming back soon, or to contact them to turn Page.To on for instant replies to your page. Click YesTo to change the instant reply message, click the message, and then click SaveNote: The instant reply is not sent when the messaging status of the page is set to Away and is not included in the
page's response rate or response time. Thank you for the message and we will be able to contact you within 24 hours. This inbox will not continue to be manned after 6pm or on weekends. Who knows how important the message is? – It can be a potential new client, it can be an urgent question. Setting expectations for when to contact us provides a professional and informative
response. It's ok to have a night on Facebook - your instant reply is covered and you can handle the message at once to suit you! Meet the latest upgrade of our Facebook Messenger chatbot. You can now configure the chatbot's conversation logic or create an automatic reply flow that mimics real-time communication with company representatives. Communicating via automatic
replies from Facebook Messenger chatbot This is how the automatic reply flow setting looks in the chatbot visual editor: creating message flow in the visual editor we already reside in sendPulse and how to configure Facebook chatbots. This time, we'll tell you how chatbots work and reveal new features you've added. Facebook Messenger automatic reply method Chatbot
operations Chatbots work according to triggers, a condition used to send automatic replies or generate sequential message flows. You can use two kinds of predefined and/or customized chatbot triggers. You'll see predefined triggers immediately after you open a Facebook Page that you've previously linked to your account, and a predefined set of triggers that you can use to
launch a series of chatbot messages. A predefined chatbottrigger immediately sends a notification immediately after the trigger is subscribed using the trigger. You can turn off this trigger, but thank you for welcoming new subscribers and signing up for a chatbot: An example of an automatic chatbot reply based on an immediate trigger, and you can provide unsubscribe details in
this message, with the mind that new subscribers can opt out of the chatbot at any time. To do this, specify that you must use the Cancel /Unsubscribe or /stop commands. Standard replytrigger chatbots foresee automatic replies to keywords previously associated with a particular trigger. Users of keywords that are not associated with the trigger will receive a standard reply. For
these responses, we think through universal text to help users solve questions. For example, you can specify a phone number or add a link to a feedback form. Chatbots can also be configured by connecting with administrators for further face-to-face resolution of users' requests. You can do this by using a work block. While creating an automatic reply flow, click the Open chat
option in block settings. The administrator proceeds to the dialog box and the user is not told that they have been redirected to another chat. Standard Reply Trigger As an example of an automatic reply flow to a bot unsubscribe trigger, this trigger enables automatic notification of a successful unsubscribe based on that request. An example of a chatbot auto-response to a bot
unsubscribe trigger is often when a predefined trigger is not enough to communicate meaningfully with subscribers, so you need to configure a custom-created array of triggers. To create a custom-created trigger automatic reply or a prerequisite to start a series of messages, go to the Bot Structure tab and click Create New Trigger. When you add a custom-created trigger, you
select one of the two types of chatbot triggers available: after subscription or by keyword. Start the automatic reply flow within the time you represent within minutes, hours, or days of the subscription postrigger. When you add a post-subscription trigger, you immediately replace the trigger with the one mentioned above to send a welcome message or introduce your company
through a series of messages. The keyword treeger reacts to a specific word and starts the required automatic reply flow. Note that words should be avoided. Include only one keyword. Add keyword trigger Say, which is the subscriber type of word that does not corresponding to a predefined trigger. In this case, the chatbot responds with a robot emoticon and selects a word based
on a similar word root and provides it with a quick reply. For example, while a chatbot has a return, the user type of return is returned as a keyword - the chatbot provides this option instead. If you use keywords as part of a chatbot response keyword combination for keyword inconsistencies, the same algorithm applies. After you configure the required triggers, chatbot responses to
phrases that contain keywords create an automatic reply flow. Ready to create a chatbot? Design and set up a Facebook or Telegram chatbot without having to code with SendPulse. Create a message flow, including images, lists, buttons with links, and more, as well as text. To sign up and set up facebook messenger automatic reply flow in the chatbot editor, you can use
messages, flows, actions, and pause blocks to create automatic reply flows for chatbots. Chatbot blocks in the visual editor so you can select triggers and click Create Flow to roll the ball. Creating a flow for a custom trigger adds the type of start block in the message that the user will receive as soon as the selected trigger is activated. In the example below, a message with the
word return is sent immediately after the user enters it. Visual editor for creating a message flow You can send the following message only after the user has responded to the previous message (for example, click the button or quick reply that you need to attach to the message. Let's see how you can add it in the editor. You can add details and delivery details to apply all store
information within a single message. As an example of multiple buttons added to a single message quick reply using the Quick Reply option, subscribers can choose attractive answers from up to 10 predefined variants. When a user clicks Quick Reply, when they send a quick reply from the message, they see the following message: Here are some possible scenarios for additional
automatic reply flows. Attach the following message to drag the block message to the workspace and link it to the required quick answers: Type text in each message and add a button with a link if necessary. Supplementing the flow with message blocks sets the message apart from text, buttons, or quick answers, and you can supplement the message with images, files, lists, or
delays. Real-time communication. You can also request an email or phone number to juggle communication channels. Chatbots provide emails and phone numbers that users see while signing up for Facebook. Add a delay option if you want users to see input indicator while the chatbot responds to elements and data requests that can be added to chatbot messages. For this
option to work correctly, make sure that the delay element is followed by the text element. Input indicator delay develops automatic reply flow with other blocks and you can add three more blocks to the message flow - pause, flow and action - all of which are found in the left panel. The pause block is used to delay the transmission of the following message: Pause times can range
from a few minutes to a day. The Action block opens Chat - escalates the chat priority, notifies the administrator about the message, and opens the chat in the SendPulse panel. Cancel bot subscriptions - Unsubscribe users from bulk and automated campaigns. Work block option flow blocks allow you to redirect users to other message flows to avoid duplicate blocks. Flowblock
adds Facebook Messenger chatbot feature statistics to check statistics, statistics tab to know the number of users who open the message and follow the link in it. Chatbot flow If the stored flow flow is created once, but not unbound later, the flow is not deleted, but is stored in the Saved Flows section. You can link a saved flow to a new or already existing trigger. The moment you
add a test mode Facebook page, your chatbot will start working in test mode. In other words, messages are sent only instead of the entire database. If all chatbots are set up, activate them for all subscribers. This option is designed to simplify interaction with chatbots and doesn't require you to test the flow on a separate Facebook Page before applying the experience to a physical
Page. Meanwhile, we're working on optimizing the chatbot editor, but we can already create flows that contain hundreds of blocks. We plan to complement chatbots with filters for audience analysis and personalization options. You can create and test your own SendPulse Facebook Messenger chatbot for free. So don't hesitate to upgrade your business with trend-setting features
and share your feedback in the comments below! Below!
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